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having been directorof the Royal National Parks
of Kenya since 1946. The illustrativematerialis
of top quality, both in color and black and
white. It is too bad that this volume does not
contain a chapter on populationand distribution
as does the book on the African elephant in the
same series. The chapter on "Lion Men and
Witchcraft"seems somewhat gratuitousin terms
of the general excellence of the rest of the text.
There are minor textual errorssuch as crediting
the remarkablevision of the lion in darknessas
causing the lionis eyes to reflect light, which
seems somehow to reverse cause and effect.
There is a tendency toward anthropmorphism
into which the authorslips occasionallyas when
crediting the lions' leaving the wildlife sanctuary
to a matter of simply being bored with the
monotony of their peaceful life or with knowing
perfectly well that they are not tolerated in the
midst of native cattle.
These minor textual flaws do not detract from
the general intellectual tone of this generallv
well written work which will provide valuable
insight on the African Lion in its native habitat
to both secondaryand collegiate audiences.
WilliamV. Mayer
Department of Biology
Wayne State University
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muscular systems, vertebrate neuromuscular
systems, sense organs, hormones, and behavior.
Each section and experiment is preceded by a
brief discussion of the more importantconcepts
stressed in each experimentor group of experiments. The author has placed considerableemphasis on the student obtainingvalid results and
interpretingthem. The experimentalprocedures
are stated briefly, as are the directionsfor handling the results. The student is told more-or-less
specifically what to do but ample freedom is
given to allow the student to use his own imagination.
Although the manual is useful, like many
other laboratorymanualsit was designed for use
in a particularcourse, and whether it would be
suitable for comparablecourses at other institutions would depend upon the instructors involved.
CarlW. Prophet
Departmentof Biology
Kansas State Teachers College, Emporia

